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LE2016
Replica AEG Full metal

ARCTURUS AK74 Custom 
Vente libre 6 mm airsoft  130  0.9  895  3380  Electrical  

626.00 € incl.
tax

The top of the range AK12 Arcturus!
Efficient and realistic, this replica features a PERUN optical MOSFET
At the level of the body the main elements are made of steel, the outer barrel is made of aluminum. The
stock, the grip and the handguard are in reinforced Polymer. Internally there is a reinforced Gearbox V3 with
quick spring change (QD) that does not require the extraction of the latter.

This replica is equipped with the new High-torque 24 K (21 TPA) motor with neodymium magnets and
aPERUN MOSFET.
This Mosfet works using optical sensors and offers many choices of settings (burst/binary firing modes,
trigger sensitivity, pre-cocking, activre brake, etc.)
The battery is housed in the removable top cover by activating the lever of the handguard allowing the top to
slide back in order to disassemble it.

Comes with a folding rear sight, an adjustable 30/130 bb magazine and a 500 bb hi-cap.
Each replica has a unique serial number .
Length: 880-950mm
Adjustable and foldable stock
T-Dean wiring
Reinforced gearbox Version 3, quick spring change, many reinforced parts
13:1 CNC gears
PERUN Optical MOSFET
Precision barrel: 6.01 mm x 430mm Hop-up adjustment by rotary wheel
Spring guide and piston head on bearing
Polycarbonate piston with steel rack
Adjustable trigger
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History of the MOS brand:
The MOS Manufacture brand based in HONG KONG, is first known for its manufacture of airsoft
accessories, with an excellent quality / price ratio, recognized by all.

Wishing to develop their own replica, he offers a very qualitative range, acclaimed by airsofters:
ARCTURUS

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


